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Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: SMT 

Post Title: Director of Corporate 
Communications 

Post Reference: 11997 

Post Grade: Band 5   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status: Casual Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Chief Constable 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated staff and trainees 

Purpose: Provide comprehensive leadership and direction to the Force in the 
development and delivery of customer focused and effective internal and 
external communication functions in order to positively promote Northumbria  
Police in close alignment with strategic objectives . 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Lead, manage and direct a proactive corporate communications function to ensure the 1.
delivery of current and future public relations, communications, consultation and marketing 
activities to support the Force’s strategic objectives.
Develop and maintain proactive strategies seeking to integrate internal and external 2.
communications, electronic marketing and creative design within all force activities in order 
to develop a performance driven corporate communications culture throughout the 
organisation.
Provide leadership in the use of impactive and innovative communication channels and 3.
techniques, including web services, in order to ensure that the Force's strategic aims are 
communicated effectively and to optimise exposure of Northumbria Police’s corporate 
identity whilst making the best use of technology to reach target audiences. 
Provide strategic direction to enhance the creation and delivery of proactive and customer 4.
focussed media campaigns in order to promote and enhance the image of Northumbria 
Police on a local, regional and national basis
Advise senior management on the direction of corporate communications policies preparing 5.
and presenting papers to force committees, where necessary, in order to seek approval for 
new or changed policies or raise awareness of emerging issues. 
Provide strategic direction to develop and enhance corporate consultation across the 6.
organisation to support the delivery of citizen focused services to the public and joint 
consultation activity with key partners. 
Lead the development and maintenance of strong internal and external relationships with 7.



customers, key partners and external stakeholders in order to effectively manage the 
corporate identity and reputation of the Force and increase public confidence.
Develop and implement communications protocols and frameworks to ensure an effective 8.
and efficient response in emergency and reactive situations, in order to mitigate risk and 
minimise any negative impact or adverse exposure of force activities.
Develop and implement mechanisms to proactively identify and capitalise on media, public 9.
relations and marketing opportunities in order to optimise positive exposure and promote 
the work of the organisation and its people. 
Advise, coach and support senior management in handling media exposure in order to 10.
maintain a positive corporate image and manage the risks associated with adverse media 
exposure or negative public relations. 
Manage and promote the continuous professional development of departmental staff 11.
aligning performance to the strategic aims and objectives of the Force and identifying best 
practice in order to embed professional development throughout the corporate 

communications function.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Corporate 
Communications 

Post Title: Head of Strategic 
Communications 

Post Reference: 20094 

Post Grade: Grade K   Location: OPCC and force 
locations as required 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Director of Corporate Communications 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Provide specialist professional public relations , media and communications 
advice and support to the OPCC and the Force as required. 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Assist the Director of Strategic Corporate Communications and the Office of the Police and Crime 1.

Commissioner (OPCC) to shape public relations, communications and media strategies.

Deputise for the Director of Strategic Corporate Communications as required in their absence in strategic 2.

(i.e. non operational) meetings.

Be attuned to the actual and emerging local and national issues within policing and wider criminal justice 3.

arena and proactively assess the impact on the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) and Force.

Undertake analysis and prepare responses to any government announcements and legislative changes, 4.

assessing the public relations impact of them. 

Draft articles for dissemination to inform national debate and influence policy development in relation to 5.

policing and related criminal justice issues.

Provide advice and guidance to the OPCC and the Force as required with regards to emerging issues and 6.

handling media exposure in order to ensure that a positive corporate image is maintained. 

Maximise public awareness and understanding of the still emerging role of the PCC and draft articles to 7.

contribute to the emerging role of PCCs and police governance.

Maximise opportunities to promote nationally and locally the reputation of the Force and areas of good 8.

practice being developed/delivered by the PCC and the Force.

Manage the PCC's public communications profile, including establishing links and networks to facilitate 9.



communication channels with the general public in order to generate a two way flow of information. 

Organise and manage OPCC led events as part of engagement and consultation with local communities in 10.

order to inform the PCC's police and crime priorities and to improve public confidence. 

Monitor publicity and appraise the OPCC of issues, items of potential interest, concerns and emerging 11.

trends both locally and nationally.

Conduct research to establish concerns and expectations of local communities and stakeholders in order to 12.

ensure communications are effective in managing and maintaining reputation both locally and nationally .

Prepare local and national press releases and articles and maximise press and media coverage.13.

Maintain an up-to-date knowledge of the latest developments, emerging issues and best practice in the field 14.

by developing a network of contacts internally and externally and undertaking appropriate professional 

scanning of relevant information.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Corporate 
Communications 

Post Title: Media & 
Communications 
Manager 

Post Reference: 17669 

Post Grade: Grade K   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Director of Corporate Communications 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Manage, develop and deliver a media relations, e-communications and internal 
communications service that support the achievement of strategic plans and 
objectives. 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Manage the media relations, e-communications and internal communications services; prioritising work 1.

streams and identifying aims, objectives and performance indicators to contribute to the effective  

functioning of the Department. 

Oversee the design and delivery of the media strategy to promote corporacy in all internal and external  2.

communications, identifying target audiences, key messages and the most effective communications 

tactics for each audience, in order to establish a robust identity for the Force and the Police and Crime  

Commissioner and improve public confidence in accordance with strategic aims and objectives .

Provide expert advice and guidance to the Force and OPCC as required with regards to handling  3.

media exposure in order to ensure that a positive corporate image is maintained and to mitigate the  

risks associated with adverse media exposure. 

Plan, manage and deliver crisis corporate communications responses through reactive corporate  4.

communications management strategies and represent strategic corporate communiations at local  

resilience forums to ensure a joint partnership approach in mitigating reputational risk and minimising  

any negative impact on Northumbria Police and the Police and Crime Commissioner .

Represent the Head of Corporate Communications when necessary , ensuring the continuity of an 5.

efficient and effective corporate communications service, specifically in relation to support for 

operational policing.



Manage complex media relations issues and key media relationships , ensuring all responses to media 6.

enquiries are timely and reflect the force and its objectives accurately . 

Oversee and maintain policies and associated procedures in order to ensure compliance with all  7.

legislation relating to journalistic law, reporting restrictions, copyright law and best practice throughout 

all media and e-communications activities. 

Assist the Head of Department to monitor financial activities to ensure that any expenditure supports  8.

the overall force objectives, maximises the efficiency and value for money of the Department . 

Maintain an up-to-date knowledge of the latest developments , emerging issues and best practice in the 9.

field by developing a network of contacts internally and externally and undertaking appropriate  

professional scanning of relevant information.

Manage and be responsible for the appraisal and development of staff to ensure individuals have the  10.

knowledge, skills and experience to achieve required standards and performance .

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Media & 
Communications 

Post Title: Corporate 
Communications 
Adviser 

Post Reference: 16478 

Post Grade: Grade G   Location: Force Headquarters / 
OPCC 

Car User Status: Casual Telephone Allowance: None 

Shift Allowance: None Standby Allowance: Yes 

Weekend Enhancement: Yes Contractual Overtime: None 

Line Manager: Media and Communications Manager (Corporate Communications) 17669 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: To actively plan, deliver and evaluate internal and external communications in 
order to positively promote Northumbria Police and the Office of the Police and 
Crime Commissioner (OPCC), in line with the priorities of the Police & Crime 
Plan. 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-

Liaise with the national, regional and specialist media to provide a prompt and effective 1.
response to media enquiries ensuring that the Force and the OPCC perspectives are 
reflected accurately.

Produce and issue information, appeals and ensure that all news content remains current in 2.
line with the overall organisational aims and objectives; and liaise with partner organisations 
where appropriate to ensure a coordinated approach to communications. 

Undertake media monitoring of broadcast, print and on-line media in order to prepare daily 3.
briefings to senior managers with reliable and relevant data.

Provide specialist advice and guidance to managers to ensure they are fully briefed in order 4.
to deal with corporate communication activity and policing issues are communicated 
effectively to targeted audiences. 

Plan, deliver and evaluate corporate communications activity in support of the Police and 5.
Crime Plan and inform managers on the suitability and cost of marketing and 
communications activity in order to achieve value for money. 

Identify and research emerging contentious issues that may impact on Northumbria Police 6.
and advise senior managers accordingly to minimise reputational damage, including the 



provision of appropriate briefings and key messages.

Maintain up to date knowledge of industry developments in internal and external 7.
communications techniques and media law including legislation, force policies, reporting 
restrictions, copyright law, Human Rights Act to be able to provide specialist advice; and 
knowledge of responsibilities required to provide support in the event of a major incident 
being declared.

Participate in stand-by and call out arrangements, formulating corporate communications 8.
plans, organising briefings, news conferences and act as the lead corporate 
communications liaison for serious incidents as required to support operational activity. 

Assist in the planning and delivery of force events as required and work closely with 9.
colleagues in order to identify opportunities to pro actively develop internal and external 
communications activity. 

Devise, deliver and monitor internal and external corporate communications activity 10.
identifying target audiences, key messages and the best communications tactics for 

reaching them to ensure corporate the Force's messages are communicated effectively. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Marketing & Events 

Post Title: Marketing and Events 
Lead Practitioner 

Post Reference: 16485 

Post Grade: Grade I   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Director of Corporate Communications 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Develop, implement and manage the activities of the public communications 
team to ensure the force is appropriately represented to internal and external 
audiences and corporate communications activity supports the delivery of  
strategic aims and objectives.” 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Manage the provision of public communications services to ensure an integrated approach 1.
to internal and external communications to improve public confidence.
Specifically manage the delivery of services to the media to ensure the Force releases 2.
appropriate information in a timely and co-ordinated manner.
Plan and manage the delivery of force events, corporate communications campaigns and 3.
initiatives in line with the Forcewide Initiative Plan, Safer Communities Survey findings and 
Force strategic aims and objectives. 
Manage the identification of target audiences, delivery of bespoke messages and 4.
communications tactics that ensure effective and efficient communications maximising 
value for money.
Manage the effective use of allocated financial resources in order to ensure that initiatives fit 5.
with departmental objectives and financial regulations and that funding and sponsorship 
opportunities are appropriately identified and explored. 
Oversee, monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of public communications activity and 6.
produce management information as appropriate to ensure continuous improvement.
Provide expert support and advice on more complex media issues and to assist in the 7.
delivery of corporate communication solutions and to identify new and emerging 
communication and promotion opportunities to maximise opportunities for the Force to 
communicate with its key audiences.
Establish and maintain key relationships with the media, local authorities and partner 8.
agencies to ensure the Force is fairly represented at all times.



Maintain up to date knowledge of roles and responsibilities required in the event of a critical 9.
incident being declared. 
Work alongside other teams within the department/force to ensure information is used to 10.
maximise opportunities to communicate with the public in an informed and effective way.
Maintain up to date knowledge of industry developments in internal and external 11.
communications techniques and media law including legislation, force policies, reporting 
restrictions, copyright law and Human Rights Act.
Manage and be responsible for the appraisal and development of staff to ensure individuals 12.

have the knowledge, skills and experience to achieve required standards and performance. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Marketing & Events 

Post Title: Corporate 
Communications 
Assistant 

Post Reference: 16468 

Post Grade: Grade C   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Marketing and Events Team Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Provide comprehensive support to the delivery of marketing campaigns, events 
and consultation inititiatives to ensure a seamless, integrated customer 
focussed service is provided in line with departmental objectives . 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Assist in the monitoring of broadcast, print and online media in times of heightened activity. 1.

Carry out daily scanning of broadcast, print and web media to provide senior management 2.
with a daily media monitoring report, identifying national and local policing issues.

Assist in the planning and delivery of marketing campaigns, events and initiatives.3.

Participate in the planning and delivery of force events such as the Excellence Awards, 4.
Chief Constables Presentation Evenings and Attestation Evenings.

Support the delivery of consultation exercises including focus groups and street surveys in 5.
order to facilitate the collection of information on behalf of Public Communications. 

Coordinate the use, storage and flow of specialised equipment on behalf of Corporate 6.
Communications. 

Develop and maintain up to date knowledge of force policies, journalistic law, reporting 7.
restrictions, copyright law and Human Rights Act.

Maintain an awareness of industry developments in internal and external communications 8.

techniques and practices.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.





Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: E-Communications 

Post Title: Marketing & Events 
(Student Placement) 

Post Reference: 17668 

Post Grade: Grade B   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Marketing and Events Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Support the activities of the public communications team and assist with the 
existing core functions within Marketing and Events.   

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Support the marketing team in ...1.

Provide support to project work as directed to deliver marketing services to ensure high 2.
quality outputs across all .... services. 

Assist in .... and provide management info in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 3.
services available. 

Create new formats for documents, develop simple spreadsheets and input data into 4.
various computerised systems in support of the upkeep of information systems and 
provision of statistical information. 

Operate and maintain local and national computerised databases in order to contribute to 5.

the collection collation and dissemination of information. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Creative Services Lead 
Practitioner 

Post Reference: 16477 

Post Grade: Grade I   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Director of Corporate Communications 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Manage and develop a customer focused creative service within Corporate 
Communications, producing a range of audiovisual graphic and printed 
material, to support and enhance communication and marketing activities in 
line with departmental objectives and forcewide business continuity . 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Manage the provision of audiovisual, graphic design and printing services in order to ensure 1.
the efficient and effective business continuity of the Corporate Communications 
Department. 

Manage the creative studio workflow priorities to ensure the successful and timely 2.
completion of requests remains within budget whilst achieving high quality outputs and 
making the best use of technology.

Devise, implement and monitor a design and branding strategy ensuring continuous 3.
development of all design activity to reflect strategic aims and objectives in a changing 
environment and to ensure that all external and internal communications contribute 
consistently to the Northumbria Police corporate identity.

Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of design activity and approaches to communication 4.
to ensure key messages reach target audiences, assessing the suitability and cost of 
marketing and training communications activity, including e-learning packages. 

Manage  and contribute to appraisal and development of assigned staff to ensure that staff 5.
have the knowledge skills and experience to achieve required standards and performance.

Monitor and coordinate the effective use of financial resources, liaising with management 6.
and Finance Department where appropriate, in order to ensure that initiatives fit with 
departmental objectives and financial regulations and that funding and sponsorship 



opportunities to fund design and publishing activity are appropriately identified and explored.

Design and deliver bespoke materials for marketing initiatives, corporate communications 7.
campaigns and forcewide communication material, in line with operational and strategic 
objectives.

Provide advice and guidance to managers on all central and local initiatives to ensure 8.
marketing and communications activity is appropriately guided and supported.

Provide and develop guidance to all force managers to ensure the corporate identity of the 9.

Force is used appropriately in all contexts.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Audio Visual Designer Post Reference: 16480 

Post Grade: Grade F   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Creative Services Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Provide an audio visual and multimedia design service to Northumbria Police , 
providing a range of materials for distribution to both internal and external  
media in support of all corporate communications activity .   

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Identify appropriate photographic and film opportunities to promote and market the work of 1.
Northumbria Police in both national and local contexts ensuring the Force is represented 
internally and externally reflecting its corporate identity and conveying clear messages to 
communities and employees.

Take photographs and record audio and video material as directed, in a wide variety of 2.
locations, including studio work, using a range of specialist equipment and techniques to 
ensure high quality and effective images are delivered to promote the work of the Force.

Provide specialist advice to service users regarding the composition, length and content of 3.
audiovisual material to be developed in order to support communication and marketing 
requirements, assessing the context and audience for each request. 

Provide digital manipulation, editing, motion graphics and publishing services for all 4.
audiovisual material produced in order to enhance the marketing, advertising and 
e-communications through promotional literature and publications.

Compose, produce and process photographic albums and electronic galleries as well as 5.
mounted or framed photographs for use as presentational aids and to be used for public 
relations purposes.

Plan, shoot and edit video material using a range of specialist equipment and software tools 6.
as directed in order to promote the work of the Force through audiovisual and graphic 
promotional material. 

Film, edit and produce specialist videos for e-learning, in order to contribute to police officer 7.



and police staff training packages. 

Liaise with customers and attend operational initiatives or organisational events to produce 8.
audiovisual material as required to support internal and external communications and 
marketing activities.

Plan and identify requirements, sourcing locations and subjects for photographic and film 9.

shoots to promote local and forcewide marketing campaigns.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Senior Graphic 
Designer 

Post Reference: 16481 

Post Grade: Grade F   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status: Casual Telephone Allowance: No 

Shift Allowance: No Standby Allowance: No 

Weekend Enhancement: No Contractual Overtime: No 

Line Manager: Creative Services Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Provide a graphics and training design service to support the corporate 
communications function and wider departments, in order to support the 
marketing of the force both internally and externally and in line with corporate 
and departmental objectives.   

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Undertake the design and production of internal and external communications and 1.
publications, ensuring all design documentation and materials reflect the Force’s corporate 
identity as well as the diversity of the workforce and the communities served and the 
relevant legislation (including but not limited to copyright)

Film and edit video as required, testing and deploying e-learning packages using Adobe 2.
Captivate, in order to support training purposes and e-learning packages.  

Using a range of design software, undertake the planning, design and production of 3.
innovative, high quality graphic materials to be used in display, presentation and marketing 
activities to promote the Force to a wide range of audiences in line with corporate brand 
guidelines and operational objectives.  

Operate, administer and maintain design, reproduction  and storage equipment ensuring 4.
software packages are maintained up to date in order to support the continuous 
development of the graphic design service.

Design, implement and maintain an electronic image and template library for use across the 5.
Force in the production of literature and documents, liaising with functional heads across 
the Corporate Communications Department to promote the use of highly impactive graphic 
material.

Liaise with customers and attend operational initiatives or organisational events to produce 6.
graphic material as required to support internal and external communications and marketing 



activities.

Work in close liaison with the Audiovisual Designer within the section in order to provide 7.
temporary cover when required ensuring the workflow of the creative studio is maintained at 
all times.

Arrange production of publications either in-house or externally, liaising with external 8.
providers as appropriate to meet standards of quality and timeliness and to obtain value for 
money.

Research issues to support corporate communications campaigns as directed and keep 9.
abreast of developments in techniques, equipment and design software packages to 
maximise design innovation and delivery, including an up to date knowledge of health and 
safety issues to ensure the correct and safe use of design tools, chemicals and display 
materials.

Maintain archive and back up systems in order to retrieve information and ensure service 10.

continuity in the event of system failure. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Graphic Designer Post Reference: 17109 

Post Grade: Grade E   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Creative Services Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Provide a graphics design service to support the corporate communications 
function and wider departments in order to support the marketing of the force 
both internally and externally and in line with corporate and departmental  
objectives.  

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Design and produce internal and external communications and publications, 1.
ensuring all design documentation and materials reflect the Force's corporate 
identity as well as the diversity of the workforce and the communities served and the 
relevant legislation (including but not limited to copyright). 

Using a range of design software, undertake the planning, design and production of 2.
innovative, high quality graphic materials to be used in display, presentation and 
marketing activities to promote the Force to a wide range of audiences, in line with 
corporate brand guidelines and operational objectives. 

Liaise with customers, maintaining an awareness of emerging issues and 3.
developments impacting on the work of the section, in order to produce graphic 
design materials which support communications and marketing activities.   

Design, implement and maintain an electronic image and template library for use 4.
across the Force in the production of literature and documents, liaising with 
functional heads across Corporate Communications Department to promote the use 
of highly impactive graphic material. 

Provide photographic resilience for portrait shots in order to provide temporary 5.
cover, when required, ensuring the workflow of the creative studio is maintained at 
all times. 



Maintain archive and back up systems in order to retrieve information and ensure 6.
service continuity in the event of system failure. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Senior Printer Post Reference: 17528 

Post Grade: Grade C   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Creative Services Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: To organise the day to day operation of the various functions within the printing 
section in order to provide the Force with effective and efficient printing 
services 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Undertake printing and finishing work, utilising digital equipment, in order to provide the Force with an 
effective printing service.

Plan, schedule, allocate and supervise day to day work of the section ensuring  that staff carry out 
assigned duties efficiently and effectively.

Adhere to agreed deadlines in relation to the production of printed material in order to ensure that 
sufficient material is readily available for Force use . 

Undertake ordering materials needed within the printing section and monitoring existing stocks in order to  
ensure that adequate and sufficient material is available for the section to operate efficiently and  
effectively. 

Support the Supplies Officer in the supervision of annual leave, time-off and sickness absences to ensure 
proper staffing levels at all times and provide staff with appropriate guidance, enabling them to perform 
their roles more effectively.

Undertake Appraisals, reviewing performance and identifying goals and objectives and bringing instances  
of good or poor performance to the attention of the Supplies Officer in order to increase the 
professionalism of the service and to contribute to the development of the individual .

Undertake, monitor and supervise the maintenance of a variety of administrative systems including stock  

control systems in order to efficiently and effectively support  the operation of the section

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 



commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: Creative Services 

Post Title: Supplies Assistant Post Reference: 17529 

Post Grade: Grade B   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Cretaive Services Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: To undertake duties in relation to the storage and distribution of stock items 
and printing of stationery in order to provide an effective and efficient supplies  
service to the Force  

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Issue stock items against requisitions including order picking ensuring stock rotation , parcelling as 
required, transporting items to collection points and cross checking of items picked by other staff in order  
to ensure the correct goods are supplied  

Receipt of all goods inwards to Stores, checking appropriate paperwork to ensure accuracy of deliveries 
and storage of items within designated areas.

Undertake printing and finishing work as directed utilising the appropriate computerised printing  
equipment in order to provide the Force with an effective printing service 

Updating the computerised store and printing systems with details of stock issued, received and any other 
relevant costing information to ensure accurate  transaction information is maintained

Carry out regular stock checks in conjunction with other staff in order to ensure that stocks are held  
efficiently and effectively maintained. 

Carry out activities in relation to the Health & Safety of the service including participating in internal health  

& safety meetings and carrying out safety risk assessments as directed.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: E-Communications 

Post Title: E-Communications 
Lead Practitioner 

Post Reference: 16476 

Post Grade: Grade I   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: Media & Communications Manager 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Manage and develop Northumbria Police e-communications and web based 
services in order to enhance communication with target audiences to improve 
the service provided by the Force and improve public confidence and 
engagement.     

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
1. Provide support and guidance on the formulation of strategies, policies and guidance to 
maximise the effectiveness of external and internal e-communications and web based services 
to improve communication and engagement with target audiences in line with strategic aims 
and objectives.
2. Manage and oversee the design, delivery and maintenance of interactive and impactive 
internal and external web-based and e-communications services for Northumbria Police, 
promoting a proactive image of the Force, providing technical expertise and working with 
external organisations as required.
3. Establish a pro-active monitoring and reporting process which identifies issues on 
e-communications channels in order to maximise awareness and support the mitigation of any 
reputational risk issues which relate to the force.
4. Liaise with area commands, departments and partner organisations regarding web 
content and web service development to ensure that the most up-to-date information is made 
available and that web services and online engagement supports operational activity and are 
fully embraced by staff and management throughout the organisation. 
5. Review on an ongoing basis, the use of digital communications platforms, including 
Social Media, in order to maximise the effective use of e-communications channels available to 
the Force and in line with strategic aims and objectives. 
6. Work in liaison with other specialist areas within the department to design and deliver 
corporate communications campaigns, initiatives and web based solutions to drive internal and 
external engagement. 



7. Agree and support the implementation of approved security measures, liaising with the 
relevant departments and agencies, to protect the integrity of the force web site and 
surrounding applications and to enhance website content so that it remains user friendly and 
meets the required accessibility standards to reflect force policies. 
8. Oversee and ensure that web based services and e-communications respond and 
reflect the operational requirements of the Force as and when required, particularly supporting 
critical incidents.
9. Liaise with relevant teams within ICT with regard to the technical and developmental 
aspects of web applications in order to keep web platforms at the forefront of Force initiatives 
whilst maximising the use of the technology and resources available. 
10. Evaluate website and e-communications usage and traffic preparing and presenting 
performance information to senior managers and users to ensure continued effectiveness and 
performance improvement of web services. 
11. Manage and be responsible for the appraisal and development of staff to ensure 
individuals have the knowledge, skills and experience to achieve required standards and 
performance. 
12. Keep up-to-date with latest developments, emerging issues and best practice in the field 
by developing a network of contacts internally and externally and undertaking appropriate 

professional scanning of relevant information.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: E-Communications 

Post Title: E-Communications 
Graduate Placement 

Post Reference: 16483 

Post Grade: Grade B   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: E-Communications Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Not Applicable 

Purpose: Support the department on the implementation of the new force Intranet and 
assist with the existing core functions within the web services team of  
Corporate Communications.   

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
Support the e-communications team in updating content for the Force's internal and 1.
external web platforms to maximise the effectiveness of communications and maintain the 
corporate identity of the Force. 

Provide support to project work as directed to deliver new web based products to ensure 2.
high quality outputs across all web based services. 

Assist in monitoring website access and usage and provide management info in order to 3.
evaluate the effectiveness of the services available. 

Create new formats for documents, develop simple spreadsheets and input data into 4.
various computerised systems in support of the upkeep of information systems and 
provision of statistical information. 

Operate and maintain local and national computerised databases in order to contribute to 5.

the collection collation and dissemination of information. 

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Dept / Area Command: Strategic Corporate 
Communications 
Department 

Section: E-Communications 

Post Title: E-Communications 
Assistant 

Post Reference: 16479 

Post Grade: Grade F   Location: Headquarters 

Car User Status:  Telephone Allowance:  

Shift Allowance:  Standby Allowance:  

Weekend Enhancement:  Contractual Overtime:  

Line Manager: E-Communications Lead Practitioner 

Staff Responsibilities: Allocated subordinate staff and trainees 

Purpose: Assist in the development of web and e-communications platforms and 
co-ordinate the publication of content to ensure corporacy, quality and 
accessibility of information to enhance effective web based communications  
with target audiences.” 

Key ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey ResponsibilitiesKey Responsibilities :-:-:-:-
1. Co-ordinate, devise, publish and update content for the Force's web platforms both 
internal and external, including supporting the development of associated procedures, 
guidance and style guidelines to maximise the effectiveness of external and internal 
communications and maintain the on line corporate identity of the Force. 
2. Provide editorial and publication management services for web content to ensure 
integrity, accuracy , accessibility, consistency and timeliness of information in line with 
relevant legislation, ensuring content is placed at an appropriate location within 
websites and is in line with branding principles and force policy. 
3. Support operational policing initiatives, including critical incidents, and ensure 
e-communications and web based services are utilised fully when communicating with 
target audiences.
4. Develop and extend experience in the use of web content and submission 
management systems in order to maximise in house expertise and create a dynamic 
environment where web content can be updated and integrated across all relevant 
platforms in a timely and controlled manner. 
5. Liaise with external partners to develop and maintain live links with partner agencies' 
sites, online resources and channels to ensure that public access to web based 
services is fully maximised. 
6. Provide support to project work and web solutions as directed to deliver new web 
based products, testing added functionality and software releases when available to 



ensure high quality outputs across all web based services. 
7. Provide advice, guidance and training to content owners and publishers on website 
developments and web campaigns in order to maximise opportunities to provide public 
access to police services through web platforms. 
8. Maintain up to date knowledge of changes and developments in social media in 
order to provide advice, guidance and support on all electronic and digital 
communications activity. 
9. Monitor website access and usage and provide management information in order to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the services available and ensure target audiences are 
being reached through web services. 
10. Liaise with ICT staff regarding proposed enhancements, support and maintenance 
of force websites to support the delivery of an effective and efficient service maximising 
the technology available. 
11. Liaise closely with web users in order to assist local managers in the planning and 
delivery of effective corporate communications in line with corporate style and brand 
guidelines. 
12. Work alongside other teams within the department/force to ensure information is 
used to maximise opportunities to communicate with the public in an informed and 
effective way.

The postholder may be required to undertake such other responsibilities as are reasonably 

commensurate with the grade of the post.



Grade Salary Range 

B 15,522 16,968 

  
 

 

C 17,289 18,909 

  
 

 

E 21,264 23,277 

  
 

 

F 23,481 25,704 

  
 

 

G 25,926 28,389 

  
 

 

I 33,231 36,390 

  
 

 

K 41,076 44,970 

   

BAND 5 66,798 72,384 
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